
PLM Accelerated. Get your products to market faster 
than the competition.
Are you trying to manage your processes and projects manually using spreadsheets and email? There’s a better 
way. Autodesk® PLM 360 makes the management of processes, projects, and people easy and effective by 
automating key tasks and delivering the right information to the right people at the right time. Because PLM 360 
is on the cloud, everyone on your team has access to the data they need anytime, anywhere.

The Future of PLM
Your company’s future is too important to rely on decades-old technology. Autodesk didn’t invent product lifecycle management, 
however we are pushing the boundaries of the latest technological advancements to make PLM faster to implement and easier to 
use. Modern business demands a modern PLM solution – Autodesk PLM 360.

Affordable
With no hardware to install, no expensive upgrades to implement, and no complicated licensing to decipher, Autodesk PLM 
360 offers a low total cost of ownership. There are no “modules” to purchase. All of our apps are included with an easy and 
affordable subscription model.

Flexible and Configurable
Autodesk PLM 360 puts you in the driver’s seat with a PLM system that works the way you do. Using easy drag-and-drop 
functionality, PLM 360 makes it easy to customize apps, workflows, and dashboards to build the best product lifecycle 
management solution to fit your business.

Easy to Use
Whether on your desktop or a mobile device, Autodesk PLM 360 makes working with product lifecycle management easy. 
Navigation is as simple as browsing a website and with drag-and-drop.



What is Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)?

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is the process of managing the 
entire lifecycle of a product from inception, through engineering design 
and manufacture, to service and disposal of manufactured products.

PLM integrates people, data, processes and business systems and 
provides a product information backbone for companies and their  
extended enterprise.

Are you struggling with any of these issues?

• Focus on value added tasks, removal of waste from processes.

• Enter data once, accessible by the right people at the right time.

• Complete visibility of Product, Project and Process.

• Reduce Time to Market

• Reduce Product Costs

• Improve Quality

• Increase Innovation

• Increase Throughput

• Improved Staff Utilization

• More Competitive

Autodesk PLM Services employs a rapid, sprint-based implementation 
methodology designed to get customers up and running with PLM 360 
in weeks instead of months.

With over ten years of experience providing cloud-based solutions, 
Autodesk knows that keeping data secure in the cloud is critical 
to your success. Autodesk PLM 360 safeguards your data in 
compliance with rigorous international standards.

Map It

Build It

Use It™

Taking control of change
Struggling with spreadsheets to keep track 
of changes? You need a modern change 
management tool that tracks and records 
changes as they happen.

Finding the answers
Searching for information but don’t know 
where the data was saved?  
Find the answers with a single search  
in PLM 360.

Eliminating the bottlenecks
Unsure why things have stalled and who 
takes the next step? PLM 360 helps define 
and automate processes to keep the work 
flowing.

Staying on top of status
Wasting too much time trying to get a 
status report? With PLM 360 dashboards, 
that status update is just  
a click away.

Getting on the same page
Fighting to keep everyone on the  
same page using email? Collaborate from 
a single source of ‘the truth’ with PLM 
360.

Connecting business systems
Manually copying data from one system 
to another? PLM 360 helps connect 
business systems to reduce rework.



Bill of Materials (BOM) Management

Your Bill of Materials is too important to leave open to errors. Autodesk® PLM 360 helps you manage, 
visualize, and share up-to-date BOM information across the organization in real-time

“We felt that Autodesk PLM 360 could be managed in-house and configured to meet our 
particular business requirements. It didn’t require a huge IT function to implement. And, 
that’s proven to be the case.“

Dermot Short Technical Director, Suretank Ltd

“PLM 360 leverages Autodesk’s traditional strengths while addressing the high cost and 
complexity of traditional PLM solutions. While many in the PLM market talk about the 
importance of cloud and mobile, Autodesk is thinking differently about this market and 
appears to be leading the way with potentially game-changing offerings.”

CIMdata Next Generation Cloud-Based PLM Solutions (Commentary)

“The world has become a smaller place because we’re using PLM 360. The information is 
much more transparent and immediately accessible from anywhere.”

Ole Jensen Director, Novenco Group

Change Management

Take control of change management. Get a clear view of the details you need to understand and 
approve Engineering Change Requests (ECR) and Engineering Change Orders (ECO)

New Product Introduction (NPI)

Avoid costly launch delays. Autodesk® PLM 360 provides new product introduction (NPI) tools to help 
you get your latest product innovations to market on time and on budget

Supplier Collaboration

Stay connected 24/7 to your global supply chain. Autodesk® PLM 360 offers anytime, anywhere 
access to the information your extended organization needs for quoting, procurement, and supplier 
management

Quality Management

Get a 360 degree view of your quality data. Autodesk® PLM 360 helps to connect your critical 
processes from RMA to CAPA to ECO, helping you prevent and respond rapidly to quality issues

Product Costing

Gain insight into the decisions that impact product cost. Autodesk® PLM 360 helps you track  
in real-time cost and revenue-related data, so you can make better decisions about your product design

http://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/2762-next-generation-cloud-based-plm-solutions-commentary


For almost 40 years TSM have supplied blending and control systems to the Plastics Industry that enable companies to achieve the level of precision 
that their production processes demand, operating within a spirit of trust, compliance and fairness that has become their hallmark. TSM is using PLM 
360 to streamline their processes to reduce Manufacturing Cycle Time and accelerate the journey from Engineering to Market.

TSM easily self-implemented PLM 360 to improve more than 20 processes:

“What I like about PLM 360 is that I don’t need a software 
engineering degree to achieve what I want to do.”

David Keeley Engineering Manager, TSM Controls

Greenpoint Technologies Inc. 
Incorporating quality, 
commitment, and craftsmanship 
into every completion

Porex 
Bringing products to production 
faster with PLM 360

TSM 
Streamlining processes to reduce 
manufacturing cycle time

Zep Solar 
Connecting and improving 
processes across the entire 
organization

Caber Sure Fit, Inc. 
Streaming processes from concept 
to completion

Clark Technology Systems Inc. 
Collaborating across departments 
to deliver projects on time

MariCorp US, LLC 
Successfully manage rapid 
business growth to become a 
nationwide provider

Massilly NA Inc. 
Moves from paper onto an 
electronic quality system to 
improve operations

Memjet 
Establishing faster and more 
flexible manufacturing operations

Novenco Group 
Reducing warranty-related costs 
by more than 50%

NUCAP 
Centralizing product data for 
faster searching and retrieval of 
information and drawings

Pura Medical LLC 
Manage all of the quality systems 
in a medical device company

• New Product Introduction processes

• Project management and resource tracking

• Product documentation

• Design quality for new and existing products

• Standardization and definition of product options and variants

• Quality Issue Management

• Request For Quotes

• Customer support management

• Problem Reporting & Issue management

• Integration to SAP immediately improved the user experience

Contact us:  Email: autodeskplm360@autodesk.com   •   Web: www.autodeskplm360.com 
If you are in Northeastern USA, Mountain States USA, Southwestern USA or Eastern Canada, call: 781-464-5464 
If you are in Northwestern USA, Midwestern USA, Southeastern USA or Western Canada, call: 607-266-7242
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